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ABSTRACT

The introduction of simultaneous Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)
and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) scanners has enabled
unprecedented capacity to acquire multiple aspects of brain structure,
function and metabolism with exquisite spatial and temporal resolution.
However, it is not sufficient to merely simultaneously acquire MRI and
PET data, it is necessary to develop new methods to enable data fusion
– creating a synergy between the two types of data to discover new
aspects of the brain that are not possible using each technology alone.

In this seminar, Dr Chen will overview his team’s recent development
towards synergistic MR-PET imaging methods. In particular, this
seminar will discuss the following topics:

·      MR based PET attenuation correction
·      MR-PET motion correction
·      Deep learning based image reconstruction
·     Joint MR-PET image reconstruction and analysis.
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Dr Zhaolin Chen

Head of Imaging Analysis,

Monash Biomedical Imaging

Dr Zhaolin Chen is an electrical engineer
who has diverse interests in medical
instrumentation, biomedical imaging and
data analysis. Dr Chen is currently head
of the Imaging Analysis team at Monash
Biomedical Imaging.

He has a consistent track record on
technological innovation; specifically, in
biomedical imaging methods for fast
image acquisition, reduced image
artefacts, and quantitative imaging of
human anatomy and functions,
generating many high-quality publications
and patents.

Dr Zhaolin Chen is currently researching
novel multimodal biomedical imaging
methods to enable quantitative MR-PET
imaging of brain functions and
metabolism through collaborations with
researchers in neuroscience and
electrical engineering.
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